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Why did we do an alignment study?
» Requirement for federal accountability - have an assessment that aligns to the 

state’s academic standards in literacy, math, and science

» Peer Review - process by which the federal government approves a state’s 
assessment for grades 3-10

» Alignment Study - process used to determine whether the questions on the 
assessment are aligned to the state’s academic standards in each grade level

Alignment has been characterized as… “the degree to which expectations and assessments are in agreement and 
serve in conjunction with one another to guide the system toward students learning what they are expected to 
know and do” (Webb 1997; 2006). Page 4



Executive Summary
» ACS Ventures lead the independent alignment study and compiled a report.

» Study design was created with three key questions:

⋄ What cognitive processing [Depth of Knowledge (DOK)] is expected?

⋄ How do Performance Level Descriptors (PLDs), the full range of 
knowledge and skills on ACT Aspire, reflect Arkansas standards?

⋄ How does ACT Aspire measure knowledge and skills within Arkansas 
standards?
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“Panels largely found alignment of the PLD 
elements to the Arkansas content standards, 
but with a few notable exceptions…” Page 3



Introduction

» 89 Arkansas educators completed the study over four days.
⋄ 7 ELA Panels of 6 educators each - one per grade 3-EHS

⋄ 4 Math Panels of 6 educators each - one per grade band: 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10 (EHS)

⋄ 4 Science Panels of 6 educators each - one per grade band: 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10 (EHS)

» Panelists reviewed standards, ACT Aspire Performance Level 
Descriptors, and test forms.

» Panelists determined whether the questions on ACT Aspire were 
aligned to the Arkansas State Standards.
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Process for Each Task
1. Each task was started with panelists reviewing a few standards/PLDs/items 

collectively and discussing the key features that they used to complete their 
ratings. 

2. Once this was completed, panelists rated the remaining items 
independently. 

3. After panelists had a chance to complete their independent ratings, the 
panels discussed their ratings together to reach a group consensus on the 
alignment.

4. It was not necessary that every panelist agree 100% on the overall 
consensus rating; instead it was designed to reflect the majority opinion of 
the group. 
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Task 1- Standards Review 
Key Question: What level of cognitive processing is expected for students at 
each grade level for each standard? 

» Panelists determined the DOK level or range required by each of the 
Arkansas standards for their assigned grade and subject.
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Task 2 - Performance Level Descriptors (PLDs) Alignment
Key Question: How do the ACT Aspire PLDs reflect the knowledge and skills defined 
within the Arkansas standards AND demonstrate a level of cognitive complexity 
consistent with the level deemed appropriate/necessary for that standard(s)? 

Panelists determined: 
» if the skills outlined in the READY category were found in the Arkansas State 

Standards for their grade and subject

AND

» the DOK level of each PLD
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Task 3: Item / Task Alignment
Key Question: How does the ACT Aspire test content measure the knowledge and skills 
defined within the Arkansas standards AND demonstrate a level of cognitive complexity 
consistent with the level deemed appropriate/necessary for that standard(s)?

Panelists reviewed 3 forms of the test for their grade/subject to determine: 
» if the skills addressed in the questions on ACT Aspire were found in the Arkansas 

State Standards for their grade and subject

AND

» the DOK level of each question.
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Example - 6th Grade English
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English Language Arts 



English Language Arts Results
» ACT Aspire contains a spread of DOK 1-3 questions.  
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English Language Arts
» Average alignment to Arkansas standards by subject across the three test 

forms reviewed by panelists:

Pages 16 - 17
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English Language Arts 
» ACT Aspire contains a spread of DOK 1-3 questions.  

» Average Alignment to AR Standards by Subject
⋄ ELA - 94% alignment

» Work with ACT
⋄ Consistent terminology within common stem patterns “main 

purpose,” “main idea,” and “central idea”

⋄ ACT will share TC qualitative rubrics and process for determining 
text complexity.
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Mathematics 



Mathematics Results
» ACT Aspire contains a spread of DOK 1-3 questions.
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Mathematics Results
» Average alignment to Arkansas standards by subject across the three test 

forms reviewed by panelists:
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Mathematics
“Although measuring progress across grades occurs in all the 
subject tests, it can be illustrated most clearly by examining the 
design of the mathematics test.  In each form, certain items 
contribute to Integrating Essential Skills (IES) scores.  IES items 
are explicitly designed to elicit evidence about a concept that 
was introduced in a previous year, but that the student must 
now apply in a more advanced context.”

ACT Aspire Summative Technical Manual 2019 version 6 section 2.1
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Mathematics
Question: What are the roles of intervention in mathematics teaching to support 
individual students in meeting grade-level goals?

“Intervention should strengthen conceptual and procedural knowledge to close an 
existing gap so that students can move smoothly to and make connections with 
other mathematics...This approach to intervention leads to an emphasis on bigger 
ideas in mathematics and their applications so that important skills do not 
become trivial, isolated, or fragmented.” (emphasis added)

Position Statement: Intervention, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Retrieved 8/22/19 from https://www.nctm.org/Standards-and-Positions/NCTM-Position-Statements/
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Mathematics Summary
» ACT Aspire contains a spread of DOK 1-3 questions.  

» Average Alignment to AR Standards by Subject
Grade specific - 79% alignment
Grade specific and including one grade below - 98% alignment

» Work with ACT
⋄ A statistical study found that there was no adverse effect on a 

student’s score due to the inclusion of the Integrating Essential 
Skills items

⋄ ACT will focus on adding new items that are aligned to AR grade 
specific standards.
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Science



Science
» ACT Aspire contains a spread of DOK 1-3 

questions. 
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Science
» Average alignment to Arkansas standards by subject across 

the three test forms reviewed by panelists:
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Science Summary
» ACT Aspire contains a spread of DOK 1-3 questions.  

» Average Alignment to AR Standards by Subject
Science - 97% alignment

» Work with ACT
⋄ ACT will bolster the use of the NGSS DCI (topics) by grade level, 

utilizing grade-level topics in future item development. 
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Evaluation of the process

» The panelists felt prepared to complete each of the alignment 
tasks.

» They felt sufficient time was dedicated to training.

» They were confident in the tasks they had completed.

» They felt they had enough time to complete the alignment tasks.

» Panelists’ perspectives on the process were collected and the 
evaluation responses were consistently positive.

Page 33
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Evaluation of the process
» The panel that was recruited included experienced educators and content 

specialists in various roles from across the state. 

» They were independent of any development and validation activities for the 
ACT Aspire.

» The relationship between the developer’s intent and the independent 
panelists serves as the cross-validation expected in an independent study.

» The summative information from the study suggests that the ACT Aspire 
test content meets the expectations outlined in the Arkansas standards at 
the domain level for ELA and Mathematics.
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Collaboration with ACT
The Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) will continue to be involved in the 
ACT Aspire test development process. ADE currently reviews test forms and 
provides feedback to ACT that is used as part of item and form development in 
conjunction with other external content and bias panel reviews.

50 Arkansas educators reviewed ACT Aspire Interim forms in the summer of 
2019.

More than 50 Arkansas educators traveled to Iowa for 5 days to participate in 
the ACT Aspire Classroom Item Writing Workshop in September of 2019.
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Resources
ACT Aspire Information and Resources

» Test Design, Validity, Reliability, and 
Research
⋄ ACT Aspire Periodic Technical Manual
⋄ ACT Aspire Summative Technical 

Manual
» Knowledge and Skills Map
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Performance Level Descriptors

Math
Reading
Science
English

https://success.act.org/servlet/fileField?entityId=kaZ1B00000001N6UAI&field=File__Body__s
https://success.act.org/s/article/ACT-Aspire-Summative-Technical-Manual
https://success.act.org/s/article/ACT-Aspire-Summative-Technical-Manual
http://skillsmap.actlabs.org/
https://success.act.org/servlet/fileField?entityId=kaZ1B00000000G4UAI&field=File__Body__s
https://success.act.org/servlet/fileField?entityId=kaZ1B00000000GYUAY&field=File__Body__s
https://success.act.org/servlet/fileField?entityId=kaZ1B00000000ClUAI&field=File__Body__s
https://success.act.org/servlet/fileField?entityId=kaZ1B00000000GOUAY&field=File__Body__s


“In terms of item-level alignment, there 
were substantial content connections 
between the ACT Aspire test forms and 
the Arkansas content standards…” Page 3


